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Dr Vineet Joshi, r

Director General

Yours sincerely,
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(Dr Vineet Joshif

To
The Vice-Chancellors/ Directors of all Central Universities
& CUEI (UGl - 2022 participatlng Unlverslties/ institutions
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National Testing Agency
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(An Autonomous Organization under the Department of Higher Education, Ministry of Education, Govemment of lndia)

D.O. No. DIT/CUET-UGlzOz2lCornlO3 Dated: 15.0,4.2022
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As you are awa.re the National Testing Agency has been entrusted with the responsibility of the

conduct of the Common University Entrance Test (UG) - 2o22 in the pursuance of the UGC

public notice dated 21 March 2022 for admission into all UG Programmes in all Central Universities

for the academic session 2022-23 under the Ministry of Education. The CUET (UG) - 2022

registration has begun on 06-04-2022.

In this regard, you are requested to facilitate the following:

1. To upload the requisite information/ circular/ information bulletin of the university
available on the home page of the official website.

2. Conduct online/ offline awareness sessions to resolve the queries of students on the

preparation and syllabus, highlight the key features and benefits of the CUET (UG) - 2022

like a single-window system, a Social equalizer, and equal opportunities for students from

different boards, reducing the financial burden on parents and students, and etc.

3. To place the CUET (UG) - 2o22 Registration link (https://cuet.samarth.ac.in) on the home

page of the university website.

4. Upload the enclosed banners on the home page of the website, social media, and other

digital channels of the university with a hyperlink to https://cuet.samarth.ac.in at regular

intervals.

The above-mentioned steps shall help us to reach the candidates who are located in remote areas

and facilitate them to learn more about the CUET (UG) - 2022.

We look forward to early action and cooperation.

With regards,
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